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AD BREAK
PERENNIAL
The Fake News Update is brought to you in part by those little mites
who live in your eyelashes. Hey, you. Do you often forget about the
millions of little mites who live in your eyelashes? Well they’re
always there, eating away at dead skin cells collecting on the rims
of your eyes, latching on to wayward lashes and holding on for their
lives as you blow away a wish. Well those little mites paid for this
episode. Eye mites! They’re on to you!

DAILY HEADLINES
MUSIC IN. F.N.U. Theme
What’s that racket?!
of tennis racket.

ANNUAL
Venus and Serena Williams introduce a new kind

MUSIC OUT.
PERENNIAL
With all the news you never knew you needed and all the news you
needed to know, I’m Perennial Eschner, and that baroquely nasal voice
belongs to my brother, Annual Eschner ANNUAL
Filling in for my secret keeper - and bee keeper - Anahita Ardashir
while she summers in Capri.
PERENNIAL
From the KLMNOP studios in Hot Coffee, Mississippi: this is F.N.U.
The Fake News Update.

ANNUAL
And now, today’s headlines. One popular athletic event is sweeping
the nation by storm. It’s called Football, and many people watch it.
PERENNIAL
Residents of Hornyville, Dakota are organizing a global charity event
to bring together the peoples of the world for a synchronized orgasm.
The O-Oh-OH-lympics are sure to be gooey! Bring a towel!
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ANNUAL
And finally, we turn to our FN Artist Spotlight. On this segment,
we’ll take time to highlight and showcase the bright lights and
shining stars changing the fabric of this nation. [SPOTLIGHT]
PERENNIAL
We are so fortunate today to have in-studio Colonel Gravy, the
parapalegic sports cat. Now Colonel Gravy, thank you for being here
today.
COLONEL GRAVY
Meow.
PERENNIAL
Now as I understand it, you are what they refer to in the Urban
Dictionary as an “Instagram celebrity,” is that right?
COLONEL GRAVY
[gargled meowing and crying noises]
PERENNIAL
Oh, okay...okay. Ladies and gentlemen, I am well-equipped to deal
with this situation. My own cat, Argyle, tends to make this noise,
and whenever my cat makes this noise, all I do is I just sort of
press on it, [noises stop] and just flatten out the cat. And it works
immediately. Now the cat is becoming aroused, so I am going to stop
and walk away slowly. All right, it seems that this parapelygic
sports cat is in heat, so I am going to give it its space. Luckily it
is unable to move, so we will just let it go through its cycles right
now. [cat meows, gushing noises] Oh, oh, oh my… Oh, that is the most
ejaculate I have ever seen come out of one cat. That just goes to
show Colonel’s gravy, indeed. All right, we are--somebody put Colonel
Gravy back in his crate. Somebody, please. Okay, thank you. Thank
you. Okay.
MUSIC. Outro.
ANNUAL
Join us every morning Monday through Thursday for all the news you
never knew you needed and all the news you needed to know.
PERENNIAL
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From KLMNOP, Thank you for listening to Fake News Update, and until
next time...
BOTH [out of sync]


We’ll be FNU.
[PERENNIAL: Every time.]
[ANNUAL: Let me have this one thing.]
[PERENNIAL: It’s not the one thing, it’s--it’s multiple--]
[ANNUAL: Let me have this thing of yours.]
[PERENNIAL: No, you always had everything. You had the looks, you had
the papers, you-- What did I have?]
[ANNUAL: Athletic ability, I had the athletic ability. I had the
singing voice--]
[PERENNIAL: Well, no, that was a rhetorical question--]
[ANNUAL: I had the dance steps, I had the fashion sense--]
[PERENNIAL: No, you--]
[ANNUAL: I had the girlfriends, I had the boyfriends, I had the pets,
I had the teachers--]
[PERENNIAL: Are you done?]
[ANNUAL: I had my parents, my grandparents. I’m thinking right now, I
was always very good at untying knots in a way that you weren’t--]
[PERENNIAL: Well, you--you know what I had that you didn’t have?]
[ANNUAL: I have perfect pitch.]
[PERENNIAL: You know what I had that you didn’t have?]
[ANNUAL: Back hair.]
[PERENNIAL: Okay, you know what? This--this is--I’m, I’m done.]
[PERENNIAL gets up, slips on cat ejaculate]
[ANNUAL: Oh, he slipped on the gravy. Can we get a towel over here,
Kelly?]
[PERENNIAL: Oh, I keep slipping!]
[ANNUAL: He’s slipping on all the gravy.]
[PERENNIAL: Why is it so slick??]
[ANNUAL: There’s a lot of ejaculate here, Kelly, can you get a bigger
towel?]
[PERENNIAL: KELLY!]
[ANNUAL: Kelly, help him out!]
[PERENNIAL: KELLY, PLEASE!!]
[ANNUAL: Kelly, could I get a diet Coke? Kelly, if you’re going to
the kitchen, I want a diet Coke.]
[PERENNIAL: Can I get a cherry Sprite?]

SOCIAL MEDIA BUMPER
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PERENNIAL
Fake News Update is brought to you by Spoke Media. If you want to
follow Perennial and Anahita on the social media platform called
Twitter, you may do so @fakenews_update. You can follow Perennial
@I_Perennial, and Anahita @AnahitaArdashir. If you would like to
email us with your questions, complaints, news stories, or cat
ejaculate... you may do so at fakenewsupdate@spokemedia.io. Thank you
for listening!
ANNUAL
This... is F.N.U.
[PERENNIAL: It’s everywhere!]

